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Football Transfer Market 

Every year football 
players are traded 
all over the world: 
 
•  How much club 

transfer strategies 
impact team 
performances? 
 

•  What about roster 
stability? 



Dataset 
Data covering 25 years of trading 
among clubs of the 6 FIFA federations 
 
•  Clubs (34.327):  

name, country, league, roster 
 

•  Players (194.237):  
name, role, age, market value  
 

•  Transfers (823.321):  
•  footballer,  
•  clubs involved,  
•  amount payed, 
•  type of transaction  

(free/payed transfer, loan,. . .) 
 

•  Results:  
leagues final rank, points, matches won/
lose/draw, goals scored/received…  



Describe a Club by its Transfer Strategy 

For each year, we describe individual club transfer 
strategies using: 
 
•  Market Attitude Indicators 

•  In: ratio* of acquired players  
•  Out: ratio* of sold players  
 

•  Market Heterogeneity Indicators 
•  FSC: ratio** of players acquired from clubs of the same country 
•  FOC: ratio** of players acquired from clubs of other countries 
•  TSC: ratio*** of players sold to clubs of the same country 
•  TOC: ratio*** of players sold to clubs of other countries 
 

(*)   Over all the club transfers 
(**)  Over the incoming transfers 
(***) Over the outgoing transfers 
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Profiling Clubs 
General profiles: 

•  8 clusters 
•  Identified via unsupervised learning (K-means) 

•  K identified optimizing SSE 

Each cluster identifies a specific market strategy: 
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Profiling Clubs (cont’d) 



As time goes by a club can change its market strategy 
•  Objective changes, 
•  Coach changes, 
•  … 

Starting from the club profiles identified at time t0  
•  Each club market profile can be described by a timeline: 

•  Matching made via K-Nearest Neighbours 

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Market Profiles through time 



Case Study: UEFA 1990-2015 

•  UEFA* transfers data are more 
detailed than the ones available for 
other confederations; 

•  Data on all the clubs militating in 
national professional league 

•  47 countries 
•  1,756 clubs 
•  43,900 club profiles 

(*) Union des Associations Europeennes de Football  



Temporal Cluster Description  
and Performances 
Prototypical Temporal Market Profiles 

•  Clustering of club market profiles timelines (K-modes) 
•  5 clusters (K optimized vis SSE) 
 

Which are the (average) final ranks in national competitions of teams belonging 
to each temporal cluster? 

Temporal Cluster Coverage Avg. Rank Club Example 

National Seller 13% [1-4] Barcelona, 
Bayern, Porto 

National Seller  
Eclectic Buyer 

13% [3-6] Juventus, 
Chelsea, Atletico 

National Buyer 
National Seller 

18% [5-10] Arsenal, Inter, 
Leverkusen 

National Buyer 
Eclectic Seller 

7% [7-14] Everton, 
Tenerife, Genoa 

National Trader 49% [12-18 Napoli, Sheffield, 
Leicester  



Roster Stability and Performances 
How much roster stability 

affect club results? 
 

Roster variability: 
 
 
 
National League variability  
(3 point system): 

High stability (ε ∈ [0,0.1]): changes are below the 10%  
Average stability (ε ∈ [0.1,0.3)): changes involves some of its key player.  
Low stability (ε ≥ 0.3): end of a cycle or change of coach/societal vertices.  
 



Conclusions 

•  Market strategies can be described without taking into account economic 
power 
•  Allowing to compare clubs of different leagues and category 

 

•  There exists common “profiles” able to describe how clubs shape their 
teams 
•  i.e. how clubs approach ingoing/outgoing transfer on the national/international scenario 

•  In the long run (25 years) the profiles adopted deeply affect the club 
results in his national league 
•  Tips: search for talents everywhere, sell your “third liners” to your national competitors :P 

•  Roster stability plays a crucial role on the obtained results 
•  The more you change more unpredictable your future results will be 



Thanks for the attention! 

If you have questions… 
 
Vincenzo Caproni: vincenzo.caproni@gmail.com 
Giulio Rossetti: giulio.rossetti@di.unipi.it 
 


